HYLAS in Greek mythology was a courageous youth who accompanied Hercules on the cruise of the Argonauts. He symbolizes our fine sailing yachts.
A BETTER HOME ON THE OCEAN

The new generation of high performance cruising yachts is here. A brilliant design from the prestigious firm of Sparkman & Stephens has made it's lasting mark on the yachting world. The success of the Hylas 47 (over 50 now sailing) is the result of striking the critical balance between a high performance hull with a sleek low profile, and a beautifully finished, generously spaced accommodation below deck. The interior fulfills the need for privacy and the enjoyment of open, providing safety at sea and comfort at anchor. Deck layout and hardware is designed for short-handed sailing at sea or speed around the bouys.

Spacious aft stateroom with seat and vanity

MASTER STATEROOM

The owner’s stateroom aft includes a queen size double berth, two comfortable settees, two hanging lockers, book shelves, 16 drawers and a full length mirror. Opening ports, an overhead hatch, and dorade vents provide plenty of light and fresh air. The adjoining head has a Groco series K water closet, sink and vanity, numerous lockers, and a stall shower. Formica surfaces accented with teak provide easy maintenance.
Fair lines in a fresh breeze

Mr. Rod Stephens & Mr. Alan Gilbert of Sparkman & Stephens.

Rod Stephens of Sparkman & Stephens.

'I knew the Hylas 47 was going to be fast when we designed it...and yet for all her proven speed she is a true cruising boat with accommodations that offer all the amenities and then some. Quite an accomplishment, I'd say.'
Navigation Station

The chart table faces forward and the seat is reinforced with heavy duty foam. A Lexar panel provides space for instrumentation. There is plenty of locker and shelf space for all the necessary books, charts and tables. The deluxe Marinetics electrical panel provides the necessary circuit breakers for the yacht’s 12V and 110V systems with gauges to test volts, amps and hertz.

Fully equipped navigation station
Full height passage ways with two way access aft in main salon

Port Cabin
**Galley**

The galley features enough counter space, lockers, and drawers to satisfy the most demanding seagoing chef. Standard are a 3 burner propane range with oven, refrigeration and freezer, double stainless steel sinks, with hot and cold pressure water, fresh and saltwater foot-pumps. All surfaces are easily cleaned formica with teak trim. Opening ports allow light and fresh air.

**INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT**

![Gimballed stove and fridge/freezer with huge storages](image)

**Hylas 47**
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